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COCKTAIL QUIPS:
KOOKY SIGN PAINTERS

Remember Owl Cigar or Schnappskey’s Whiskey? How about Wallace Pring’s (for

WERE CALLED "WALL

Chemists Things)? Probably not, though these are delightful examples of hand-painted

DOGS".

advertising on brick surfaces dubbed ‘ghost signs’ which continue to be a fascinating

TWO OR MORE SIGNS IN
A SINGLE LOCATION ARE
CALLED “PALIMPSESTS".
THE FIRST KNOWN USE

window (ahem, wall) into the industry and empire of previous generations. Should we
cover these relics to reflect our modern decade? Or preserve the past forevermore?
To start this exploration, let's clarify. In order to officially qualify as a ghost sign, the
Society for Commercial Archaeology provides two qualifications:

OF THE PHRASE "GHOST

1. the sign must be more than 50 years old, and

SIGNS" WAS IN 1989.

2. the sign must advertise a product that is currently obsolete.
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This may be the classic definition, but experts also include

These signs were most commonly used prior to the Great

any type of fading, historic signage (regardless of its purpose)

Depression, but most from the 1890s through 1960s are still

under this nickname. Origins of this spooky phrase are not

visible if you know where to look. Portland, Oregon is filled

finite and shockingly the earliest use seems to be in 1989 for

with a bevy of old signage, and the absolute best place to

William Stage’s book, Ghost Signs: Brick Wall Signs in

start your archeological observation is the Thirteenth Avenue

America. Ghost signs can also go by other names like ‘fading

Historic District downtown. Known as the “Avenue of the

ads’, ‘brickads’, or even ‘urban fossils’, but the spectral term

Ghost Signs”, this area offers an abundance of old spaces that

is my favorite for describing these slowly fading

were once home to kitchen equipment warehouses and

apparitions.

candy factories.

In the early to mid-20th century, many companies were

Some fun things to know as you explore:

compelled to conspicuously advertise to both locals and

Two or more signs in a single location are called

passing travelers on widely available blank, brick walls.

“palimpsests” and typically look like recently painted ads

National businesses would often send out skilled artists,

fading to reveal earlier painted layers below. Neon or lit

called “wall dogs”, who would travel from town-to-town

signs attached over painted ones also qualify as

mixing their own paint into vibrant colors to attract

palimpsests.

attention. Considered a kooky bunch due to their vagabond

While oil-based paint was originally used, toxic, lead-

lifestyle during an age of more conventional, home-centric

based paint, being longer lasting and easy to adhere to a

ideals, these eccentric painters were known for their quick

masonry surface, is the most common paint found in

execution of branding. They would use scale drawings and

ghost signs.

precise calculations to execute a design and lettering onto a

Barn sides were the canvas of choice for rural areas, and

sometimes less than perfect façade. Local businesses even

you can still see old advertisements promoting roadside

got in on the action by hiring neighborhood artists to help

attractions or defunct brands across the countryside.

call attention to their own thriving shops.

There has been debate whether these ghost signs should
be considered an art, or as an unsightly billboard as
these signs were never really meant to be quaint or
picturesque.
Sometimes seen, yet unnoticed, ghost signs are found across
the United States and around the world in places like the

...do we preserve the
past, or let it fade away
in favor of imprinting
our present?

United Kingdom, France, and Canada. Though these signs are
fading the question remains: do we preserve the past, or let it
fade away in favor of imprinting our present? Perhaps both
can exist simultaneously - like a palimpsest. We can
appreciate and learn from the past and also be empowered
bring about an equitable and inspiring future.

You can loiter locally to find
your own town's ghosts!
Don't forget the camera; they may soon be gone... oooooo!
(#ghostvoice)

